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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
The objective of the following thesis report was to study the
design of a prototype building of about 600.000 square feet
gross floor area as an integrated system of space, structure
and services, to be used for the development of scientific
and technological ideas for furthering the exploration of spa-
ce.
The general building program was first analyzed and the buil-
dingAs constants determined.The emphasis was then on studying
integration of the building's structural and mechanical epapowe
nents into an all encompassing system for this particular buil-
ding type.
Precast and prestressed concrete were chosen as construction
materials to be studied for their design procedures and pro-
per usage.
This report is an efforts and approach to the solution of re-
searbih and development buildings as a system. It contains :
the author's objectives, the program to which he designed and
an explanation of his proposal in that order.
The proposal by this author is for a building system with an
emphasis on providing ease of expansion of the total building
as well as maximum interior space chahgeability.
The introduction to these thesis report covers the comon ree
search done by the author in preparation of his approach and
is a summary and views on the development of systems in buil-
dings the path that architecture will follow in the future.
'This work was done under Professor Eduardo F.Catalano of the
Department of Architecture and Professor. W. Zalewsky from
Poland, as thetatcter in the building or structural engineering.
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1.
BUILDING AS SYSTEMS
INTRODUCTION.
The words system, organism, scheme, network, complex ,
come into comparison whwn they mean an organized inter-
grated whole made up of diverse but interrelated and
interdependent parts of elements. Elements which partici-
pate in the performance of a given function.
System applies both to a natural and to an artificial
aggregation all of whose uhits operate or move in unison
obidience to some form of control so as to form a dis-
tinctive and coherent whole.
looking in the nature you will find everywhere systems.
A system of organism, a system of systems that have ac-
tual life.In other words life has always something to do
with systems.
What about architecture? It is said that architecture
is a true mirror of the life. So, architecture should
have something to do with systems too.
There is no building that is built without any components.
And these components is put together as an organized ar-
ticulatdd whole. The more modern the building, the more
number of kinds of components you need, the more com-
plex the solution will be. And systematizing in every
approach becomes more and more important.
While architecture is said to be also a true mirror of
the social behaviour of a period, it will not escape
from the driving forces of our time. What are these for-
ces?
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Science, technology and industry seem to be the three
major forces in this twentieth century, which force peo-
ple to move from one period to another era, bringing be-
nefit as well as confusion to mankind.And once more ,
systemitingng should be the answer to prevent this con-
fusion.
* Perfection of means and confusion of aims seem to be
characteristic of our age " (Einstein)
Science allows daring constructions and structures. Tech-
nology invents and improved qualities of new building -
materials, equipment and tools.In every area of activi-
ty technology and science have induced new attitudes.
The comprehensive idea of technology gradually arose and
began to replace that of the craftman.
Industry, as a consequenve of the invention of the ma-
chine, unabled us to produce component of buildings in
mass production, because the machine has the ability to
turn out products of uniform peak quality
Industrialization now is a fact, which can no longer be
explained away, which had a direct or indirect influence
on every activity, every functions and every objects.
The handtool developped into the machine and the machine
became the tool of the times. Prefabrication and standafd-
ization naturally become involved in this procedure. Uni-
form standards which dimensionally devellop from systems
of modular coordination.
3.
The new philosophy in architecture recognize the pre-
dominance of human and social requirements and it ac-
cepts the machine as the modern vehicle of form, to ful-
fill their very requirements.
" The century of the machine awakened the architect.
New tasks and new possibilities produced him. He is at
work now everywhere" (Le Corbusier)
After realizing the role of these three forces is it any
wonder that the architectural needs of our culture are
characterized by dimensions and number ?And that system-
atizing is the best - if not the only - way to achieve
the most satisfactorily results ?
With systems we can gain highly functionally and struc-
turally justified buildings, as the consequences of our
purely analytical and intelectual approach, and yet with-
out loosing another important principle : life. Because
buildings have to express life and allow life to develop.
This is a challenging problem in modern architecture to
make use of repetative standard parts, but at the same
time to organize these parts in groups which can vary
in appearance, to break the monotony.
While mass production becomes more and more common be-
cause of industrialization, structures become more and
more daring, functional.The change of attitude and need
of the modern man has also a greait influence in the de-
velopment of modern architecture. Science and technolo-
gy increase the selfconfidence and eliminate the "horror-
vacui" feelings, with as result the change in the scale
of life.
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They move to wider areas, they think also in wider and
larger scales. Coinciding with this urge to wider worlds,
increasing importance of economic factors and also popu-
lation explosions increase the density in bigger cities
to result in a bigger need for larger structures. Large
apartment buildings, large stations, large theatres, all
these appear in increasing numbers. The large structure
has become a symbol of our culture.
What will be the path that architecture will follow in
the future ?
In his book : The turning Point of Building" , Konrad
Wachsmann points out the following items :
- Architecture will follow the concept of simplicity.
However, when something is very simple, a product of
necessaty, then it is also perfect and therefore iden-
tical with the concept of beauty.
- The idea of a building as a solid structural mass
will gradually give way to the idea of combinations
of functions and individual elements.
- The design will be dominated by vertical and hori-
zontal stratification of surfaces, oonceived as planes
of movements ; at the same time these surfaces will
establish the porous character of the building mass,
enclosed by functional elements rather than solid
walls.
- All planning is primarily influenced by free space.
Larger spans mean that space will be-conceived in
unprecedented ways. In these wide-span structures the
systems of supports may sometimes be secundair.
Moreover, their structural purpose will not always
- be apparent as ties, panels and open space systems
will act as load transmitting elements.
- The starting points for structural conceptions must
be the cell or unit element.
- Technological perfection is the prerequisite, but the
goal remains the wresting of knowledge and the art
of building.
There is another aspect is future construetion : it will
have to be designed not only to be multidimensional but
m u 1 t i f u n c t i o n a 1.
In the future more concious attention will be paid to
the multi function of structure as a mechanism, or as
an integral part of a mechanism, of environmental con-
trol ; we shall design new heat, light and sound condi-
tions as well as support or space division.
At present we achieve multifuntional characteristics lar-
gely through auxiliary structures such as hung ceilings.
The single grid can care for hiigh-class illumination,
acoustic control, sprinkling, air-conditioning outlets
and attachments for removable partitions.
We can hide the mechanics visually without putting a con-
tinous membrane under them.
Summerizing, we come into the conclusion that tomorrow's
structure will be a more complicated problem. It will be
designed to more dimansions than now; it will be called
on to perform more functions simultaneously and will serve
a more varied architecture; it will need and get many new
materials coupled with new methods of construction and
accordingly entail more difficult analyses.
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13 View through the ridge-and-furrow system of glazed ribs
forming the barrel vaulting of the main hall and transept of the
Crystal Palace
14 Paxton says that in his youth, when his main preoccupation
was gardening, he got the idea for his later building projects
from a study of the leaf of the Victoria regia
15 At Chatsworth in 1837 he began building what was then the
greatest conservatory in the world, to shelter the Victoria regia;
the structure of the leaf of this plant is shown here
16 Roof of the Crystal Palace in London, designed by Sir Joseph
Paxton in 1851; view looking towards the transept. On the left,
below the line of the glass vaults, are the continuous, bent-sheet
louvers. The originally completely standardized flat sections of
the ridge-and-furrow glass roofs were partly modified In the
course of subsequent remodeling
20
36 The suspension system of the Brooklyn Bridge, a network of
intersecting cables
37 From the frozen blandness of the masonry pier springs an
airy, linear structural system, which in its vigor triumphs over
the massive stone pile
38 Abstract effects achieved by linear systems of material
elements defining a space previously unimagined
36
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OBJECTIVES:
The objective of this thesis report is :
to study the design of a prototype building to be used
for the development of scientific and technological ide-
as for furthering the exploration of space, with a solu-
tion that provides:
- an intergrated system of space, structure and services.
- possibilities of future expansion or growth.
- greater flexibility in the use and arangements of in-
ternal spaces, both horizontally and vertically.
PROGRAM :
The range of kinds of research that is done in modern
laboratories is so wide that for this particular build-
ing study the program will be limited generally to fields
that don't need facilities housing chemicalst, pharmaceu-
tical and medical research. Within this general catagory
there are the following groups of requirements:
1. Spaces with general office requirements.
2. Spaces with typical laboratories requirements.
3. Spaces with ancillary functions.
4. Spaces for general services.
-Aftm"bw -"VIM"
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1. Spaces with general office requirements:
To this group belong primarily the administra-
tive offices, pure and theoretical laboratories
with spaces ranging from minimum 100 square feet
to 400 square feet in size. There is however
a need of larger areas for secrearial and cle-
rical sections either open or semi- devided
into smaller cubicals.
These spaces need a minimum room hight of 8 feet
and is usually located as near as possible to
the windows.
Their physical needs include air-conditioning,
mechanical and electrical services , such as
telephones , light and power.
2. Spaces with typical laboratories requirements
The second group has a very wide range of va-
riety of needs. There are spaces ranging in
size from 70 square feet for instruments rooms
up to 7500 square feet working spaces.
The hight of the room vary according to the
needs of the particular work beeing done.
Mechanical and electrical services to be pro-
vided to these areas must be sufficient, with
always the possibilities of adding additional
service.
3. Spaces with ancillarry functions
These could include auditorium, lounges, res-
taurantrestroomspublic receptions, workshops,
and conference rooms.
Eight and siz7e varied according to the diffe-
rent use and requirements.Their needs are pri-
marily air-conditioning and electricity.
7.
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4. Spaces for general services.
There are horizontal and vertical services,both
include mechaniual as well as electrical.To be
included in this category is also the cores that
contains of elevators, stairs, toilets and shafts.
The way these groups of spaces are located in relation to
emh other is generally as follows:
In general, staff members prefer to have offices seperate
from, though somewhat near, their research laboratories.
Frequently these offices adjoin the laboratories. The se-
peration is desired in part because of noise.
Offices are usually grouped together either in one or se-
veral areas of the building. This makes it possible for
members of the staff with similar problems and interest to
confer more readily with each other. Most persons want win-
dows in their offices. They like to be able to look out-
doors, possibly simple to rest their eyes. But interior
offices can be acceptable if it is Well lighted and ade-
quately ventilated.
The ancillary and the administrative groups should be lo-
cated centrally because of the common use. Services are lo-
cated on certain distances serving the whole building equal-
ly. The remaining areas are laboratory spaces, devided into
physical project groups according to their participation in
a particular program. Because one physical projectgroup might
include a center of theoretical scientists, with small la-
boratories near them surrounded by larger laboratories and
shops where technicians are assembling apparatus.
This would then be the typical composition of such a pro-
ject group and the whole research building consist of se-
veral of these project groups.
Depending on the progress and need of every project group,
one group may increase or decrease in physical size. That is
why these laboratory area's have a typical character of al-
ways changing the need and use.
The location of these spaceZ depends on a number of factors
such as :
- the efficiency with which the required mechanical and
electrical sevices can be supplied.
- floor loading required.
- freedom of vibration
- ease of installing equipment that is either bulky or heavy.
- ease of acces to materials and auxialliary services.
Because of floor loading requirements and the difficulties
of transporting heavy equipments to upperfloors, research
requiring such equipment is usually confined to the basement
or sub-basement where the concrete is poured directly on the
earth. The groundfloor is also best for experiments which
require freedom from fibration.
4JROACH:
It is not unusual that the development of a research pro-
ject is hampered only because of the lack of space. Expan-
sion of building needs time and money. And in the meantime
the research project has to be slowed down. And if there is
an expansion, it occurs in a way that in the first coming
periods, a lots of spaces will not be used very efficiently
because of the abundant expansion.
The following studies is made to solve this problem and to
get into a solution that satisfied the three important re-
quirements:
9.
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1.- flexibility and efficiency in use
2.- flexibility and efficiency in structure
3.- flexibility and efficiency in expansion.
A) Site plan :
It is prefered to be on a open rural hill site with space
for horizontal expansion.
The plan should be a complex of buildings that eventually
can grow also into one unity. The plan could start with
one building and gradually grows to two and more buildings,
depending on the need.
As focal point of the complex, and also as center of life
activity, a court with landscaping goes through the center
of the site deviding the site into two parts. This court
is freed from every vehicle traffic, and is only used for
pedestrians, while the two parts on the flanks are used for
parking area's. Libraries, restaurantsauditoriums will
be located in this centre court.Also other coomon activities
like main entrance, main lobby, main staircase are located
in this area. This space has a different level than the
parking area.
Parking facilities are mostly on the ground level below
the buildings. Entrancees for pedestrians,cars and services
should be seperated from each other.
B) The Building~s)
'When space permits, one- and two story buildings seem to
offer more possibilities for expansion than higher rise
buildings. This advantage, as so many in architecture,
has been first recognized in industrial buildings.
The multi-story scheme is typical of most research and
science buildings. Besides requiring less site area than
a single story structure, a multy story building requires
less outside surface for a given volume. An additional advan-
tage includes the greater efficiency in layout of electri-
cal and mechanical services possible in a multistory struc-
ture. Where toilet room fixtures, sinks, services,outlets
and drains occur repetatively, there are advantages in stack-
ing them one above other. Shorter duct and pipe runs are
required. Besides reductLon of initial cost, shorter runs
result in less frictional loss for fluids and less voltage,
drop in the case of electrical runs.
This prototype building will have 5 stories as a maximum.
C) The Structure.
The building is composed of structural units that have the
ability to be added to each other, or eventually substracted
from each other. It should have great flexibility in growth
horizontally as well as vertiwally.
It is decided to use a one way system. Not because of the
result of studies concerning the advantages and disadvan-
tages of this system compared with the other structural
systems. )ut to explore the possibilities in fullfilling
the requirements of flexibilitygrowth and efficiency.
The use of precastprestressed concrete is prefered, be-
cause of the many advantages over other structural mate-
rials. It provides both structure and finished surface and
is fireproof. It lends itself with the use of prestress
to long spans and it can easily be formed with high de-
gree of precision and economy by used of repetative forms
under controlled conditions.
To fullfill the requirements, this unit has to be selfsuffi-
cient with respect of the mechanical and electrical systems.
11.
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DESCRIPTION :
A). The building.
The buildings have different high with a maximum hight of
five floors, not included the basement. It can be built in
several stages, vertically as well as horizontally with on
the final stage reaching the total floor area of 6oo.ooo
square feet. 10 % of the total area will be used as me-
chanical roomes, which mean then 50 % of the basement.
The first stage can be started with one multicore, serving
a 5 story building with a total floor area of 120.000 square
feet.The following stages can occur on the same waybut also
partially, according to the direct need. With partial growth
this author means by adding one or more structural units to
the existing building, on every side and direction.
In order to give the people inside the buildings a clear
orientation, cores are located in a certain rythmical pattern.
The exterior of the buildings is covered with curtain walls,
consisting of concrete prefabricated components, or glass-
windows, following the five feet grid. This module is cho-
sen to best accomodate present furniture and equipment size.
The interior can be devided by moveable partitions following
also the 5' grid.The hight of the ceilings are 10' for the
working spaces and 8' for the core.
Depending on the use and need, certain areas of floors
can be removed, so that you get different hight of ceilings,
or you get another court.
B) The Structure.
The basic structural unit has a bay of 40' x 60' and is a one
way systemwith girders on the sort side and beams on the longer
side. This unit is composed of : colomas, girders and T-beams.
partial
growth - ---- -
one struatural
1unit
60'x40'
GROWTH POSSIBILITIES OF A STRUCTURAL UNIT.Fig. I.
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Column:
The column has not only the function of supporting, but also
of supplying, because air supply-and-return ducts, waterpipes,
sewages and other utilities are stored in it. The maximum vo-
lume of utilities that has to be stored in the column deter-
mine the size of the column.
Each column contains of two seperated parts, each of it with
an U-shape. This shape will give the column more lateral stiff-
ness and also prevent it for buckling. It is also the most func-
tional shape considering the function of the column as supplyer.
On each side of the column is a shoulder-like bracket to sup-
port the girders. This non-centric solution is chosen because
of the following advantages:
a). The girders will not disturb the continuity of the duct
flow and other vertical circulation.
b). During construction, columns can be built up until more
than one floor at once.
c). Keep the column on a minimum size that fit in the 5' grid.
The most unfavourable loading of the column would be the non-
symmetrical loading, and that is on the edges ot he building,
where the columns will be loaded only on one side.With the
U-shape and double reinforcement this problem can be solved.
The distance between the two bracket of both parts of the
column (7') and the double girders on every side of the co-
lumn, will increase the stiffness of the whole system.
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Girders:
The girder has a rectangular shape but with a thickening
on the lower side, forming a bracket to support the T-
beams, and has the size of 1' x 4' and is 40' long. Per-
forations are made in the girders to let ducts and pipes
through, also to lessen the weight. One main hole in the
center is for the joints with the columns. The girders
are then so to say "hanged" on the columns.
On the upper part of the joint a piece of steel is welded
in order to prevent the girders slipping off from the brack-
ets.
These girders form cantilevers on booth side of the column.
To meet the negative moment on the joints, double steel rein-
forcing or poststressing is needed on the upper part of the
girders, while the lower part needs more concrete in order
to meet the copression .
So the thickening of the lower past of the girders has two
functions:
a) to receive load from the T-beams, while supporting them.
b) to meet the compression because of the negative moment.
This negative moment will be reduced when all of the units
become one whole structural system by means of posttensioning.
T-beams:
T-beams are used to get more efficent structural slab.
These beams are also perforated with the same aim as the
girders. In order to be able to integrate the service sys-
tems with the structural systems, the hight of the T-beams
and girders is made the same. Beeing T-beam is less loaded
it is then placed on the longer spant, while the girder on
the shorter spant.
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The Construction:
After the plan is beeing made, all the columns are put on
their foundations and supported by stilts. The joints be-
tween two columns, when erected on each other should be
welded. Columns can be of variable length depending on
the place in the plan.When columns are built at two le-
vels at once, after welding, they should be poststressed.
Girders are hoisted by cranes and put at the brackets on
the columns. After posttensioning , the girders will se-
cure the stiffness of the whole structure, to one direction.
While stiffnes to the other side will be maintained after
putting the T-beams on the girders and poststressed.
The space between the two girders is filled with plates.
Then finishing can be poured on the plates and T-beams.
After putting the mechanical and other services in the
column, a plate of concrete is welded on the sides of the
column in order to hide the ducts and pipes.
C). Cores and Circulation.
Every core is a multicore serving on every level about
30.000 square feet floor area. The size of the core fol-
low exactly that of one structural unit, so that theore-
tically the core can be built every place desired, by on-
ly removing the T-beams of one structural unit.
Every core consist of 3 elevators, 2 fire-staircases ,
toilets for men and women, shafts, janitor closet,tele-
phone exchange and electrical closets.Where it is neces-
sary, one fire-stair can be replaced with a fright-aleva-
tor, without having any structural problems.
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The location of the cores is in such a way that the fartest
distance from any door to the fire-stairs will be less than
150 feet, exept on the ground floor.
D) Mechanical systems.
In order to obtain a large amount of flexibility, every
units is served by the columns with their need of ducts
and pipes. The location is arranged in such a way that
it is always possible to meet unforseen requirements prompt-
ly and economically.
Research laboratories demand extensive electrical and me-
chanical equipment. This equipment is needed both as ex-
perimental and as building equipment to support experiments.
Magnet and electronic power supplies, for example not only
require heavy electrical current but produce exessive heat
which must be removed. Heat removal in turns, requires
coolingwater and pumps, refrigerant and compressors and
cooling air and fans. Air conditioning to provide tempera-
ture and humidity control is essential for much of research.
At the same time, the comfortable and more efficient working
conditions made possible for personal by air conditioning
are becoming accepted as a need rather than luxury.
Mechanical and electrical services are ditributed in a
building by means of a variety of sizes of ducts, pipes,
conduits, bus bars and cables, and they usually share com-
mon right of way.
The dimension of the columas and the depth of the girders
and T-beams are more determined by the the total amount
17.
of air and other services needed for every unit.
Every 1000 square feet floor area needs 2 square feet of
airsupply- and return. Every column serves 60'x40'x5 floors=
12.000 square feet. Every column needs a duct space of
12.*0001.000 X2= 24 square feet. The external dimension of the
column is 5'XlO'= 50 square feet, beeing used for struc-
tural parts as well as for service ducts.
The ducts are distributed in such a way that it can go
along the beams, and distributed through the beams with-
out penetrating the girders toooften.
Ducts and pipes are very easy to reach for repair.
Because every column has to be feeded, the most effective
place for the mechanical rooms is in the basement. Feeding
ducts in the basement can go through the ground in the floor
to any column without to be exposed too much, and without
disturbing any kind of circulation.
L
18.
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